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Buy Photo

Bridgeport Board of Education Chairperman John Weldon

on Feb' 5, the Bridgeport Board of Education held a special meeting to discuss and possibly act on a
series of community conversations related to Bridgeport Public schools' projected 2oLg-2o2obudgetary
shortfall, currently anticipated to be in the order of magnitude of S21 million. ln the end, a vote was
taken to cancel the remaining forums, which has resulted in a degree of concern from some that the
public has been shut out of the BoE's budgetary process. As the five board members who voted in favor
of canceling the remaining forums (John weldon, Jessica Martinez, sybil Allen, Hernan lllingworth and
chris Taylor), we wanted to provide some perspective to why we took the action we did.

To begin, the forums were never designed to be an opportunity for the public provide input to help
develop the budget, or determine the district's financial priorities - that responsibility rests with the
superintendent of schools, in collaboration with her executive level staff, and they,ve already completed
that work' Rather, the objective in holding the community conversations was to inform the public of the
budgetary shortfall issues we face in the coming year, while simultaneously engaging City Council
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members on a district-by-district basis, so that they could come to understand the importance of
funding our projected deficit from the perspective of the peopre who elected them. They were never
designed as forums for people to help develop the budget, or determine the district's financial priorities.

over recent weeks, some board members expressed concern with respect to the consistency of the
message that had been communicated at the four community conversations held thus far, as well aswith that message having certain undertones of negativity and hostirity toward the mayor, the citycouncil and even the superintendent herserf, instead of that message being one of colaboration andpartnership when that happens, it's time to have a candid discussion about what we really want toaccomprish, which is why we caled a speciar meeting on the topic. rn having that discussion, whichincluded weighing the superintendent's views (which incruded her concurrence that the forums hadsomehow deveroped a negative undercurrent with an inconsistent message) a majority of the boarddetermined not to continue advocating for increased funding in this manner. rrrespectivery, that doesnot mean it won't be done in another way that continues to-engage the public.

To be crear, the Bridgeport Board of Education does not want to deny anyone a pratform _ we just wantour message to be crear, consistent, even-toned and, above ar, positive. over the comang weeks, we wi,try to find a way to accomplish that objective. tn ttre meantime, to those who felt their voice was beingtaken away, please don,t think that. We do appru.irt" tt 
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inta-rurt so many in our city have in
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engasement and we wiil do our best to make sure ail supporters of Bridseport

John weldon is choirmon ol the Eridgeport Boord of Educotion; lessico Martinez is its vice choir; ondHernon rlringworth, Chris Tayror and sybir Aren or"'r"^i"r, or *e Bridgeport Boord of Educotion.


